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The chief advantages supposed to be gained by the use of Hunting-ton mills instead of stamps ma}- be thus epitomised :—
1.   Reduced First Cost.—The cost for the same capacity is not more than two-thirds that of stamps,  even at the manufacturers' shops, while the difference in favour of the mill is even more in outlying districts from its light weight, and corresponding low freight, and from the cheapness of its erection.
2.   tiauiny of Power.—The mill is said to run with about one-half the power per ton of ore crushed.
3.   The wear and cost of -renewals is less for the mill than for stamps, the cost being from twopence to threepence per ton of ore for the former, against .about fivepence or sixpence for the latter.
4.   There is less loss by flouring of amalgam and quicksilver, while the good discharge and absence of grinding leaves the pulp in. a better condition for concentration.
The first three advantages appear to refer only to such soft and brittle ores as are especially suited to the Huntington mill. The mill requires to be set to work in an intelligent manner by experienced and skilful hands, and watched carefully. The dangers of over-feeding have been already alluded to. One difficulty in automatic feeding is that self-feeding, such as is carried on by stamps, is impossible. The automatic feeder must work separately and be set to feed a certain weight of ore per hour, this weight having been determined by trial. .If, after this, there is any change in the hardness of the rock, no automatic change in the rate of feeding takes place, and the machine may be choked up or run at below its maximum capacity unless watched and the feeder regulated. Another di fliculty is in the quantity of water to be added. ATI excess of water, making thin pulp, does not. favour internal amalgamation, and it may be stated that, in general, the pulp should be kept as thick as possible, consistent with its prompt discharge through the screens when sufiiciently fine. If the pulp is too thick to run easily over the copper plates outside the mill, water mav be added there by means of a perforated pipe. The rate of running should be as high as possible, since, if the other conditions are the same, the crushing power varies as the cube of the number of revolutions per minute.
A few examples are appended of the results obtained in actual practice by this excellent machine. At the Spanish Mine, Nevada County, California, there are1 four Huntington mills, three of 5 feet diameter and one of d feet diameter. The ore is free-milling and is passed through a Blake stone-breaker and. thence to the mills. The four mills run at f>8 revolutions per minute, and pulverise 35 tons of ore each in twenty-four hours, to pass through a slot screen equal to 20 mesh. The pulp is passed over the usual amalgamated plates after leaving the mills, and | ox. of mercury is added with each ton of ore. Forty-five per cent, of the gold recovered comes from the inside of the mill, where the amalgam obtained is much richer than that from the plates. The loss of quicksilver is from ,'.., to .,10 ox. per ton of ore, and the total coat of milling is about one shilling per ton, while for the month of November, 1887, it was only tenpence per ton. The ore is a soft talcose slate, containing streaks and veins of ferruginous quartz, carrying gold. The chief trouble in working lies in the frequent re-adjustrnent of feed which is found necessary. In a special test run of one month 42*1- per cent.
1 This account refers to the practice in the year 1H87.

